[Treatment of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy with a combination of carnitine and beta blockaders. Review of the literature. Description of a clinical case and long-term follow up].
In the past decade, strategies for managing heart failure have changed. The use of beta blockers, although still in the experimental stage, has proved effective in some cases. The protective action of beta-blocking agents against chronic catecholamine stimulation may be enhanced by the combination with L-carnitine. This substance plays an important and synergistic role 1) as an important source of energy due to fatty acid oxidation, and 2) by avoiding the accumulation of lipids in the myocardium. The successful follow-up of a case of dilated cardiomyopathy is critically reviewed. Treatment with the L-carnitine-propranolol combination restored cardiac function in a 52-year-old man with dilated cardiomyopathy: a 50% reduction in mitral EPSS (E Point Septal Separation), from 20 to 10 mm was obtained with the above mentioned therapy; as well as a decrease from 60 to 57 mm in diastolic diameter. Our experience suggests promising benefits in adopting beta blockers combined with L-carnitine therapy in myocardial failure secondary to dilated cardiomyopathy.